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Enterprise Architect's “Auto checkin” feature has been disabled by some . Developer tools are designed to be both a software development environment and an administrative user interface tool. The generic dev environment is extended with syntax highlighting, code completion, unit tests, code analysis, and an integrated debugger, which when activated break execution at a selected point in the source code . Enterprise Architect incorporates the UML standard,
which covers modeling, diagramming, and modeling creation tools . Register account with the company that you are going to use. Extend what is already in the ERDiagram and Business Process Explorer to UML models, from Web services to your core business applications. Enterprise Architect includes full support for UML classes, associations, and class hierarchies; sequences, decision, use cases and events; instances; transactional boundaries. Use cases are the
most important part of the BPM Model. Enterprise Architect can be considered a UML modeling tool, as it uses UML notation to show models. Enterprise Architect provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for building UML models. The user interface has been designed to be very intuitive, and to reflect the way that UML models are built in practice. Web-based Business Process Management Modeling: How the Canvas Works Usually, the processflow editor is
used for designing the business model, which includes Process Modeling. It uses the UML specification and tools for designing a UML model to represent a business process, that is, the workflow of data flowing from a set of external events to a series of logical and physical activities that a business process comprises. The UML specification is the basis for the authoring of a business process model. The specification covers a range of modeling concepts and artifacts
with supporting documentation, that is, an ISO/IEC standard (ISO 111979) and a set of six technical reports. The UML specification is interoperable with UML tools from other vendors. The Enterprise Architect tool (EA) for project and process modeling provides a Web-based Business Process Management (BPM) modeling environment. The EA main window shows the content of the current model of the project or process. The main window also includes a
selection of views. It is possible to manipulate the view and drill into the model. In this respect, EA is similar to an online spread sheet. Email to Phone Enterprise Architect uses the technology of Microsoft Office's Outlook. The Outlook application can
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